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Land Iguana shot in Santa Cruz Island in december 2016, during a pre-production trip to the Archipelago. Still of the video “The Origin of Pink”.
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CONCEPT

04

By deliberately introducing flora and fauna, adventurous prehistoric humans transformed the environment of previously-isolated islands. Pristine nature does not exist a long time ago. However, unknown
organisms does exist. Nature is, above all, an enigma. As a venturesome
reflection upon the notion of conservation of natural ecosystems, Dark
Paradise engages with scientific research to artistically address site-specific cases at restricted spots in the Pacific Ocean.
The project takes the form of an expedition to two active volcanoes located in an access-prohibited zone of the Galapagos National
Park. Not far from the areas where dozens of Chinese ships illegally fish
protected sharks, the first location is called Roca Redonda. Here we explore an active underwater volcano where mysterious species of corals
inexplicably emerge near by its bubbling caldera. The second site is the
crater of the Wolf Volcano in Isabela Island. This elusive site is very difficult to reach due to the lack of trails and its extremely wild vegetation. It
is also the native home of the critically endangered pink iguana, a separate species distinct from all known land lizards.
Addressing biological emergence and volcanic activity as a hotspot
for speculative questions, upon the craters and deep in the ocean, infinite answers await us. An active volcano has the potential to change
reality, it is the natural embodiment of a contained force that may erupt
an unpredicted future. Searching for the pink iguana is an inquiry into the
origin of color and, in consequence, on the origin of differentiation and
discrimination. Dark Paradise is a journey of discovery in the depths and
through color.
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Coral reefs are often called “the rainforests of the sea” because
of their high productivity and biological diversity. These living structures
are not only essential to the survival of a vast number of marine species
but represent one of the most economically important ecosystems on the
planet. They provide ecological goods and services worth more than $375
billion to the global economy each year through fisheries, by providing
coastal protection and building materials, the discovery of new biochemical compounds and tourism.
Worldwide coral reefs are threatened by local and global disturbances. Anthropogenic activities have resulted in the accumulation of
CO2 in the atmosphere, causing environmental changes such as ocean
acidification (OA). An increase in acidity of the oceans has dramatic effects in coral reef ecosystems. One well-known impact is the decrease of
calcium carbonate saturation in the sea water, which affects calcification
and growth rates in shell-forming marine organisms such as coccolithophorids, foraminifera, and reef forming hard corals.
However, some coral populations are resistant to environmental
stress. In 2014, during a research cruise, we documented communities of
invertebrates (sponges, corals and cnidarians) that thrive in the proximity
of Roca Redonda, the underwater volcano located about 25 km north of
the Galapagos Archipelago.
Carbon dioxide (CO2), generated by volcanic activity, is released
through numerous vents at a depth of 10 to 15 m, acidifying the water
column (pH: 7.2)

Most sessile marine invertebrates obligately depend on the close
interactions they have with microorganisms. Such microbes are capable of quickly evolving, rapidly altering their gene expression patterns
or changing essential functions in response to changing environmental
conditions.
This project aims to describe this process of environmental tolerance as an example of natural response to climate changes. In a post-anthropocenic framework, Dark Paradise alludes to the creation of future
worlds based on cutting edge technology and yet-to-discover phenomena.

Inside the crater of Sierra Negra volcano in
Isabela Island, during a location scouting for this project in december 2016.
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EXPEDITION

Traveling to these remote places is only possible with a permit for
scientific research. In this sense, we propose an expedition in the interplay
between the descriptive, the hallucinogenic, the documentary and the phenomenological. Our interdisciplinary team is conformed by artists, marine
biologists, philosophers, and geologists.
What is the concept of exploration in today’s hyper-connected
world? Who is allowed to explore? Why do we need to keep exploring? These
thoughtful inquiries represent just some of the questions about the relationship between nature and culture which is at the core of this odyssey.
The trip includes landings in Isabela and San Cristobal Islands as well
as stops at Roca Redonda underwater volcano. For ten days, this multidisciplinary group will sail north east of the Galapagos Archipelago and up the
most north spot will be the Darwin and Wolf marine sanctuary.

3D AUDIO SAMPLES

Diving at Tortuga Island, a pasive semi-underwater volcano near by Isabela Island.
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TEAM
PAUL ROSERO CONTRERAS
Director of the project, Artist,
Researcher, Ecuador

NADIM SAMAN
Curator, Art Historian
Writer, UK

ANNA SHVETS
Producer of the project,
Art manager, Russia

BARBARA IMHOF
Spatial Architect,
Workshop Coordinator, Austria

MARGARITA BRANDT
Marine Biologist,
Scientist coordinator, Ecuador

TOMÁS ASTUDILLO
Director of photography,
Documentalist, Ecuador

NATALY GUEVARA
Molecular Biologist,
Marine Biologist, Ecuador

ADRIÁN BALSECA
Visual communication, Ecuador
SANTIAGO ROSERO
Press and Editor, Ecuador
+ GUEST ARTISTS
TBA

3D AUDIO SAMPLES

Algae growing on lava rocks, Isabela
Island, december 2016. Still of video “The Origin of
Pink”
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PROGR AM
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MARCH 2018
10 DAYS
ON-FIELD ART ACTIVITIES
Production trip to above and
underwater volcanoes
Scuba Diving
Pre-production of artworks

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Science & Art encounters
Academic workshops: Sustainable and
space Architecture, biology and future
resources

SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
Research reunions and laboratory
sessions related to underwater
bacteria and corals

CULTURAL PROGRAM
Opening Party
Sound/Music Performances
Art installations
Public presentations

Sulfur mines in the crater of Sierra Negra
Volcano, during pre-production expedition, december
2016.
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GEOGR APHY
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The project will take place in Galapagos Islands. In 1959, the archipelago was declared a protected National Park and in 1978 UNESCO recognized
it as a World Heritage Site. To this day, the Galapagos Islands are a subject of
intense research on fields such as marine biology, ecology, geology, among
others.
Main activities on land
- Galapagos Science Center (GSC)
- Universidad San Francisco de Quito (USFQ) campus San Cristobal Island
Workshops and cultural program
- Santa Cruz Community House
- San Cristobal Convention Center
Art and science activities
- Roca Redonda underwater volcano
- Wolf volcano
- Darwin and Wolf pristine sea

Active volcanos
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Main airports
Galapagos Islands
<

Darwin y
Wolf

Pinta
V. Roca
Redonda

V. Wolf
Isabela

V. Darwin
Santiago
Rabida

Fernandina
V. Alcedo

Santa Cruz
San Cristobal

V. Sierra Negra
Pinzon

Santa Fe

V. Cerro Azul
Española
Floreana

Sulfur mines in the crater of Sierra Negra
Volcano, during pre-production expedition, december
2016. Still of video “The Origin of Pink”
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OUTCOMES
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During the expedition, we plan to accumulate unique materials as
content of future artworks and research. The results of observations, field
work and laboratory are some of the topics for further discussion during the
cultural program. It includes photo, scans, sound and video documentation.
All these gathered materials will be meticously analyzed, processed
and presented to journalists, specialists and the general public in distinct
formats. We pursue the publication of a book, a documentary film and a
series of art projects to be presented in academic and cultural spaces around
the world. Negotiations on this subject are already underway.
A parallel line of work during the expedition will be the collection of
data for a collaboration with the Institute of Advance Computing at CalTech
(California Institute of Technology). The activity of underwater volcanoes
and its relation to emergent organisms will be registered using 3D scanning
in order to re-create a visualization in VR. This inmersive world bridges notions of science fiction and experiments on human perception on a futuristic
setting.

Sulfur mines in the crater of Sierra Negra
Volcano, during pre-production expedition, december
2016.
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BUDGET
Logistics - flights
Transfers – accommodation – customs
Equipment – boat – diving – video
Opening
Digital, printed and branded materials
Staff
Communication campaign
Mob & internet connection, packing materials, transportation
Post-production – Book – Documentary – Travelling show
Total:
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16 500
14 500
30 000
5 000
2 500
15 000
6 500
10 000
70 000
170 000 $

We plan to cover the costs of the expedition by means of sponsorships and
art and research grants.
Our partners will get publicity through a large-scale international media
campaign of the project.

`

p a u l ro s e ro.c om

@darkparadise.art
@darkparadiseproject
vimeo.com/darkparadiseproject
email:
info@tatchers.art
website
dark-paradise.org

dark-paradise.org

